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Abstract. We present DHARMA, a distributed high assurance reference monitor
that is generated mechanically by the formal methods tool PVS from a verified
specification of its key algorithms. DHARMA supports policies that allow delegation of access rights, as well as structured, distributed names. To test DHARMA,
we use it as the core reference monitor behind a web server that serves files over
SSL connections. Our measurements show that formally verified high assurance
access control systems are practical.

1 Introduction
One of the major landmarks in computer security research was the definition of the
reference monitor as a central location for access control decisions, and the associated
notion of a Trusted Computing Base (TCB)[1, 2]. The classic definition of a reference
monitor has three properties: (1) It is always invoked (equivalently, is unbypassable).
(2) It is tamper-proof. (3) It is verifiable. Much research over the last thirty years has
been done on the first [3] and second properties, but comparatively little research has
appeared on the verifiability of reference monitors. Given the importance of reference
monitor correctness, this state of affairs is highly regrettable. Bugs in the reference monitor have a high probability of directly compromising the security goals of the system,
as they are in the control flow path for every access control decision. While a reference monitor for a file system or other resource is often part of the TCB, recent trends
in extensible operating kernels [4] and proof-carrying code [5] suggest that it may be
possible to move some portions of traditional reference monitor functionality out of the
TCB, as long as computations done outside the TCB can be checked within the TCB.
Formal methods can be difficult and time-consuming to use, and are considered impractical for many applications. Because of the difficulty of using formal methods, alternative assurance techniques have been developed [6]. Unfortunately, alternative techniques do not provide the same confidence in correctness as formal, machine-checked,
proofs. That formal methods remain the “gold standard” can be seen, for example, in the
Common Criteria. The paucity of general purpose operating systems evaluated at EAL7
(under any protection profile) shows the rarity of formally-verified reference monitors.
?
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In earlier work, we presented the design of a distributed reference monitor, along
with its formal verification [7]. In this paper, we use the PVS theorem proving system [8] to turn our formalization into a mechanically-generated verified distributed reference monitor implementation, that provides access control in credential chain check
and search modes. As a result, our implementation provably meets a formally specified definition of security, namely, soundness and completeness w.r.t. a semantic access
control model. We use the PVS compiler, which takes a substantial subset of the PVS
specification language and generates Common Lisp.
To test the performance and functionality of the automatically generated reference
monitor, we manually wrote the code to link the reference monitor with cryptographic
libraries and administrative interfaces. These components were then integrated into a
HTTP server. While building the test system around the verified reference monitor was
not conceptually challenging, it was necessary to make a number of modifications and
extensions to the tools and utilities we used. In addition to providing a working system
that confirms our belief in the potential for verified components of a trusted computing base, we also produced improvements in a standard web server and cryptographic
library interface that will be useful for other projects.

2 Distributed Reference Monitor Architecture
The two fundamental concepts in our policy language are access control lists (ACLs)
and bounded delegation. Every resource has an associated ACL, which is a list of (subject, right, delegation bound) tuples. An ACL grants some subject a right on some object, and also specifies how far (if at all) that subject can delegate this right by specifying
a non-negative integral delegation depth. As shown in previous work, the combination
of ACLs and delegation depth provides an attractive compromise between revocability
and decentralized control of rights [9]. Moreover, since delegation chains can be viewed
as proofs certifying access to a resource, we will use the terms “proof search” and “proof
check” for the delegation chain search and chain validity algorithms respectively.
Our policy supports structured distributed names. Names can refer to principals in
policies, and are generated by a grammar that is independent of the authorization constructs. In particular we support linked local name spaces as defined in SPKI/SDSI [10,
11], such as Alice’s Bob’s Doctor, which we denote by Alice.Bob.Doctor.
Names compile to keys, which may appear directly in policies and proofs submitted
by clients. With the addition of names, our policy language is expressive enough to
subsume the core authorization and naming primitives of SPKI/SDSI.
Shared reference monitor: operational modes Our verified reference monitor DHARMA
is parameterized over a finite set of rights whose meanings are not interpreted by the
reference monitor. The monitor can be used both in proof search and proof check mode.
In proof check mode, the reference monitor ensures that the given evidence is sufficient
to allow the requested access. In proof search mode, the reference monitor tries to construct a proof of access from the given policy.
A system deployed in a distributed setting will not know the identities of its users
in advance, or have all the evidence required to generate the needed proof of access.

A proof search procedure needs to access policy statements made by several resource
owners (or principals). For this, we need guarantees on the validity of local policy statements, when used elsewhere in the system. While some systems use signed certificates
to authenticate policy statements, DHARMA supports the authentication of principals
through SSL, and allows for the collection of policy statements through secure HTTP
connections. Finally, name resolution for linked local names is done through remote
procedure calls over SSL. These calls are handled by “nameobjects”, which contain local name definitions for the principal owning the nameobject. For example, to resolve
the name Alice.Bob in the current context, a secure RPC call to the nameobject for
Alice returns the key for Alice.Bob. Nameobjects and the name resolution function
are specified within PVS, from which executable versions are automatically generated.
Access graphs: a general semantic model The semantic model of access for this architecture is a forest of weighted, directed graphs, whose nodes are principals and edges
capture policy statements (credentials). Each graph is rooted at the associated resource.
The weights represent delegation depths. Given an access graph, a subject s can access
a resource (o, r) if a path p exists in the graph from the node corresponding to o to the
node corresponding to s, labeled with policy statements for the right r, such that the
length of each subpath from a node in p down to s is no larger than the weight associated with that node. The weight condition must be satisfied at every node in the path,
meaning that if di and di+1 are weights of two consecutive nodes, then di+1 ≤ di − 1.
Proof engines for access We implement the access control model using a proof system
that is sound and complete for the weighted graph semantics [7]. We prove that subject s
can access the resource (o, r), by constructing a proof of the assertion Access(s, o, r, d).
Proofs start from the access policy and proceed using the proof rules in Table 1, where `
denotes provability in the system. Access policies are expressed with similar assertions.
The policy assertion ACL(A, B, r, d) adds A to the ACL for right r on object B, with
further delegation ability d. The assertion Del(A, B, r, C, d) allows A to delegate a right
r on object B, to principal C with further delegation depth d.
The inference rules are essentially straightforward. For example, rule (Delegation )
can be read as: if A can access right r on resource B with the ability to delegate it
further at most (d + 1) times, and delegates the same right to C with a delegation bound
of d, then C can access right r on B and can delegate it further up to a depth of d. The
last two rules are needed for completeness: if you have the ability to delegate a right n
times, you can also delegate that right k times, for any k < n.
(RootACL)
ACL(A, B, r, d)
(Delegation) Access(A, B, r, d + 1), Del(A, B, r, C, d)
(Ord1)
Access(A, B, r, d + 1)
Del(A, B, r, C, d + 1)
(Ord2)

`
`
`
`

Access(A, B, r, d)
Access(C, B, r, d)
Access(A, B, r, d)
Del(A, B, r, C, d)

Table 1. Logical rules for access judgments

Structured, distributed names Our policy language also provides support for linked local names, in the manner of SPKI/SDSI. In earlier work, we showed that soundness and

completeness for an access control system that includes naming follows logically from
a commutativity theorem [7] between authorization and naming constructs. Linked local names are a special case of a general approach to composition, captured by the
commutativity theorem, that supports other policy constructs such as groups, roles, etc.
Our PVS effort includes a specification of linked local names and name resolution,
using which we formally prove the commutativity theorem. This allowed us to formally
demonstrate the soundness and completeness of the name-extended proof system, increasing confidence in an implementation that uses them directly. We note also that as a
result of the commutativity theorem, policies that contain names can first be compiled
into a policy containing only keys, to which the rules in Table 1 can then be applied.

3 Formal Verification of Reference Monitor using PVS
The first set of proofs within PVS ensure the soundness and completeness of our proof
rules w.r.t. the semantic model of access graphs. These theorems relate provability
within the proof system, denoted by `, to truth in the access graph semantic model,
denoted by |=. Formally, we capture the set of local policies relevant to the access
control decision by the world state. We denote the minimal access graph model corresponding to a world state w by M (w). Given a world state w, access graph G, subject
s, object/right pair (o, r), we use the following notation:
w ` s → (o, r) ≡ there exists a proof of s accessing (o, r) using the logical rules
w |= s → (o, r) ≡ s can access (o, r) in the access graph model
G |= w ≡ all accesses provable in w are also true of the access graph G
Given this, soundness and completeness can be stated as follows:
(S)
(C)

w ` s → (o, r) ⇒ ∀G.(G |= w) ⇒ G |= s → (o, r)
∀G.[G |= w ⇒ G |= s → (o, r)] ⇒ w ` s → (o, r)

In other words, soundness states that for any given world state w, subject s, and resource
(o, r), if one can prove that s can access the right r on object o within the proof system,
then in all semantic models (access graphs) that satisfy the world state, subject s can
access the resource (o, r). Completeness can be understood as follows: let us assume
that for all access graphs G, whenever G satisfies the given world state w, subject s
can access resource (o, r) in the access graph. Then there exists a proof of s → (o, r)
within the proof system. These formally verified properties increase confidence in any
implementation of a reference monitor that uses these rules.
Correctness of algorithms We obtain a verified implementation of our verified model
by specifying the proof search and check algorithms in PVS, from which PVS extracts
equivalent Lisp code. Thus, we avoid the implementation errors often associated with
hand-coded implementations of verified models (e.g., [12]). Either algorithm can be
invoked by the server or the client. Ideally, the client would use proof search (verified
or otherwise) to ensure that it can access the desired resource, and the server would
validate this proof using the verified proof check algorithm. This setup provides the

same efficiency benefits as proof-carrying code [13, 14]; instead of executable code
sent by the client, we have a verifiable proof corresponding to an access request.
Soundness for the proof check (equivalently, chain validation) algorithm ensures
that the logical proof of an allowed access will correspond to a valid path in the access
graph. Completeness for this algorithm ensures that whenever there exists a valid path
in the access graph, the proof check algorithm will validate the corresponding logical
proof. Formally, given an access graph G that is a model of the world state w, (G |= w),
if there exists a path t of G that is equivalent to a logical proof p ≡ w ` s → (o, r),
then soundness and completeness for this algorithm can be stated as:
(PC S)
check(w, p, s, o, r) ⇒ ∀G.(G |= w) ⇒ ∃t.G |=t s → (o, r)
(PC C) ∀G.(G |= w) ⇒ ∃t.G |=t s → (o, r) ⇒ ∃p.check(w, p, s, o, r)
where G |=t s → (o, r) denotes that s can access the resource (o, r) in the access graph
G via the well-defined path t.
The proof search algorithm returns a proof-tree that can be checked against Table 1,
thereby ensuring soundness. Completeness of this algorithm shows that if the procedure
fails, then no path exists in the access graph for the access request. Using the same
terminology as above, soundness and completeness for this algorithm can be stated as:
(PS S) search(w, s, o, r) = witness(p) ⇒ ∀G.(G |= w) ⇒ ∃t.G |=t s → (o, r)
(PS C)
search(w, s, o, r) = failed ⇒ ∀t.¬(G(w) |=t s → (o, r))
Soundness and completeness imply that the PVS algorithms will match our expectation
of when an access should be allowed. We refer the reader to [7] for more details.
Code extraction from verified specification A large subset of the PVS specification language can be seen as a functional language, supporting common data types such as lists
and records, higher order functions, parametrization, and additional features such as
dependent types, that greatly simplify proof construction. From version 2.3, PVS can
generate Lisp code from the corresponding functional specification, which is guaranteed to meet the specifications if all proof obligations have been discharged. We use this
capability to generate implementations of the proof check and proof search algorithms
in DHARMA from their verified PVS specification. In addition to soundness and completeness, type correctness condition proofs ensure the termination of the recursively
defined proof check and search functions.

4 A Policy-driven Web-based File Server
Our PVS specification allowed us to automatically generate the verified reference monitor DHARMA. To study its applicability, we instrumented a HTTP server with DHARMA.
The enhanced server allows for editing of local policies, remote management of policy
databases, and access control via proof check and proof search.
Infrastructure We chose Franz’s Allegro Common Lisp and AllegroServe HTTP server
[15] as our research infrastructure. Due to AllegroServe’s provision of a hook for the
authorization of each HTTP request, integrating DHARMA was easy to do. We enhanced
the Allegro Common Lisp OpenSSL binding to support client authentication.

Enhancing the server with DHARMA We use AllegroServe’s authorizer framework to
integrate DHARMA with AllegroServe. Files are published in AllegroServe by associating one or more entities with the file. An entity is a Common Lisp object which handles
all requests for the file, and can have a number of attributes related to pre-loading,
caching, the time-out for serving the file, etc. Each entity also has a hook for an authorizer object, which can be any Lisp function. When a client connects to the port on
which AllegroServe is listening, AllegroServe passes that connected socket to a free
worker thread that has access to the local policy. The worker thread locates the entity
that is associated with the request; if an entity is found and has an authorizer, it calls the
authorizer function to decide if this client should be allowed to access the selected file.
We instantiated the authorizer functions for the entities of each published resource
with our verified DHARMA proof search and proof check functions. Based on whether
or not the client has presented a proof, the appropriate function (proof check and proof
search, respectively) is invoked. The client’s public key, name, and URI of the requested
resource are passed to the function. We also need to authenticate the client, and perform
distributed name resolution when the presented proof contains linked local names.
Leveraging AllegroServe’s request protocol in this manner allows us to express the
security guarantees provided by the web server in terms of the security properties of
the reference monitor DHARMA. The fact that AllegroServe is programmed in a functional style in Lisp allowed us to quickly audit its source code and assure ourselves
that DHARMA is invoked before any resource is served by the enhanced web-server.
This source code audit is, of course, far short of a formal proof of security for the
DHARMA-enhanced AllegroServe. Such a proof would be important for production use
of a high-assurance system; however, it is outside the scope of this work. We also note
that the context in which AllegroServe operates may be vulnerable to other attacks; for
example, an attacker may gain root access to the machine and replace the DHARMAenhanced web server with an insecure server. The research described here is focused on
providing assurance for a critical software component, the reference monitor, even as
we remain cognizant of other attacks on the larger system containing DHARMA.
Managing local policy databases A resource owner may not have all the certificates
required to decide on an access request. We provide the ability to add delegation policy
statements to a local policy database after authenticating the signer of the statement
against the subjects mentioned in the body of the statement. For example, to add the
statement which says that A adds B to its ACL for a particular right, it must be signed
by A. Checking signatures in this manner is equivalent to implementing the logical
operator “says” used in other treatments [16] of distributed authorization. DHARMA
supports this by using a POST method over a SSL-secured HTTP connection. In addition to such peer exchange of credentials, a resource host can edit its own local policy
as reflected in the files and their authorizers published through AllegroServe.
Distributed name resolution As mentioned earlier, our policy language supports linked
local names. Local name resolution is provided via nameobjects that are generated automatically from their PVS specification. Since PVS doesn’t have native support for
remote procedure calls, we provided this by means of a semantic attachment to the PVS
specification. A semantic attachment is an external piece of code that is declared but not

defined within a PVS specification. The hand-written implementation of the semantic
attachment is linked with the PVS code generated for the nameobjects at the different
peer sites. This hand-written code was a few lines that set up Allegro Lisp RPC sockets,
connecting the PVS-generated local name resolution function on one nameobject to the
same function running on another nameobject. Our handling of nested RPC calls, such
as those involved in resolving the name A.B.C, is iterative; this allows us to detect if a
specific nameobject is unresponsive, and provides a way of caching keys corresponding
to intermediate names such as A.B.

5 Measurements
To measure the cost of adding DHARMA to a HTTP server, we performed a series of
measurements. First, to get a baseline, we compared the performance of AllegroServe
to Apache, both with and without SSL support. Then, we measured the cost of adding
either proof check or proof search while handling file requests. Finally, we measured the
cost of resolving linked local names in a distributed setting, as part of checking the proof
presented with the access request. This series of measurements allowed us to identify
the costs of individual additions to the original web server, and point to performance
limits as well as areas where optimization would produce the most benefit.
All measurements were performed on a dual Xeon machine, with 2GB of RAM,
running at 2.8GHz with hyperthreading enabled. The machine was running Redhat
Linux 7.3, kernel version 2.4.18. We used AllegroServe version 1.2.26, and Apache
version 2.0.47 with the mod ssl module. Measurements used version 0.8 of the httperf
tool [17] that was slightly modified to support sending client certificates as per [18].
Distributed name resolution We found AllegroServe to be a well-architected, highperformance web-server that performed well on our tests. We made three representative measurements, for file sizes of 8Kbytes (text page), 100Kbytes (image), and 1byte
(minimal HTTP payload processing time). Table 2 shows the throughput for the different servers, for serving files of different sizes over HTTP and HTTPS connections.
To estimate the relative cost of adding a Lisp reference monitor to AllegroServe with
a C-based one, we compared the performance for DHARMA-enhanced AllegroServe
that does proof search over a policy database containing only ACLs, and ACL-based
access control in Apache using SSLRequire directives. For a set of 100 credentials,
we measured a 2.4% performance hit for AllegroServe, and 3.8% for Apache. These
numbers suggest that our measurements in the following sections reflect the intrinsic
cost of the algorithms, rather than the choice of Lisp for the reference monitor.
Adding proof check Figure 1 measures the cost of verified proof check in DHARMAenhanced AllegroServe. This is a crucial measurement, as it is a fundamental guarantee
of assurance. A proof presented by a client will have to be validated by the verified
proof check code, irrespective of the algorithm used for proof search.
For our measurements, we varied the number of principals and the number of credentials (policy statements) in the generated policy database. The proof check algorithm
checks every step of the presented proof against this database, in addition to checking

Protocol
Server
HTTP AllegroServe
Apache
HTTPS AllegroServe
Apache
ACL AllegroServe
Apache

Size of file
1B 8KB 100KB
613 430 90
431 417 104
128 101 38
101 95
54
125 99
38
96 92
52

Table 2. Baseline performance (requests served / second) for AllegroServe and Apache

whether each pair of successive steps represents a valid application of one of the rules
in Table 1. The policy database is represented as lists within PVS; we can see the effect
of searching through longer lists as the number of credentials increases.
Our measurements show that verified proof check using DHARMA scales very well.
For access control scenarios in corporations with up to 5000 credentials, the expected
performance hit is only 5% for an average file size of 8KB. If the average resource
size is higher, then even more credentials can be supported with the same penalty. An
optimization is to specify the policy database as a hashtable within PVS, which would
allow for nearly constant proof check time.
Adding proof search Proof search is the most expensive operation in DHARMA. Figure 1
measures the times for verified proof search for different combinations of policy and file
sizes. Our proof search algorithm is equivalent to a breadth first search on the size of the
access graph, and thus is linear in the number of credentials which may grow as Θ(N 3 )
in an access graph with N principals. In our measurements for both proof search and
proof check, we generated a policy database by limiting the degree of nodes in the
access graph to between 3 and 20, depending on the total number of principals. The
degree estimates how many other principals a given principal would add to an ACL for
a resource controlled by itself, and to how many principals it would pass on a delegated
access. In other words, a principal may have upto 20 other principals on its ACL, and
pass on rights to 20 principals for resources it doesn’t own.
In contrast with proof check, proof search over a database of 5000 credentials has
an expected performance penalty of about 40%. The contrast is more pronounced with
higher policy sizes; 15000 credentials corresponds to only a 17% performance penalty
for proof check in DHARMA, but 110% for proof search. These numbers for verified
proof search correspond to the best known algorithm for proof search in policies without
extended names [19], and thus reflect the complexity of the underlying algorithm, as
opposed to the performance of the generated code.
Adding name resolution via RPC Finally, we considered the cost of resolving linked
local names through remote procedure call, when they appear in the proof presented
by the client. Setting up an SSL-secured channel over RPC incurred significant cost;
for scenarios in which the presented proof contained only one linked local name, where
each name resolution request is handled by a different server, DHARMA was only able
to handle 11 requests per second initiated by an individual client. The other extreme,
when all name resolution requests are handled by a single server using the same secured

Fig. 1. Requests per second for DHARMA-enhanced AllegroServe

RPC channel, results in DHARMA being able to handle 80 requests per second. Recall
that in the absence of names, DHARMA can handle 125 requests per second.
Our measurements show that name resolution during proof check imposes a significant penalty, in the absence of a central name server. Thus, when using DHARMA with a
different proof search algorithm that can handle names in credentials, we suggest compiling the final proof containing names to one that has only keys. This compiled proof
can then be validated against a database that contains the equivalent name-resolved
credentials, without compromising security.
Discussion Our experience with DHARMA shows that the TCB can be augmented with
a verified reference monitor that provides proof check functionality, without significant
penalties. In addition to intranet scenarios discussed earlier, this benefit scales well to
wide-area services such as electronic subscription-based publishing as only the sizes
of local policy tables in the presented proof affect the cost of proof check. However,
adding proof search to the TCB has significant cost, as a result of the complexity of
the proof search algorithm. For the case of credentials that contain names, the optimal
search algorithms are cubic in the number of credentials [19, 20], which would further
worsen performance if included in the TCB. If the result returned by the search algorithm is validated by the verified proof checker, then the search algorithm itself doesn’t
provide any additional assurance. Given the lower bounds on these search algorithms,
we suggest implementing the search algorithm as efficiently as possible outside the
TCB, and validating the result by the verified proof checker inside the TCB.
We notice from the name resolution measurements that there is a significant penalty
for making remote calls for name resolution. A system with greater delegation depth in
policies may have longer proofs of access on the average, which would multiplicatively
increase this name resolution cost. Since search algorithms with named credentials are
already more expensive, we suggest providing name-resolved proofs to the server while
accessing a resource. One option for the infrastructure to support this is for the principals in the system to attach name resolution credentials together with the authorization
credentials as part of the proof of access presented with the request. SPKI/SDSI-style
name credentials that attest to the (local name, key value) binding in a nameobject, can
be directly used for this purpose. Servers may also advertise “recency requirements” on

credentials that they are willing to accept, which can guide the rate at which principals
refresh their credentials. Another observation is that performance is much improved by
having a single name server, since the cost of secure channel setup is shared amongst
several name resolution requests. This points to an architecture with a few back-end
“resolution servers” available to all DHARMA-enhanced web servers.

6 Related Work
Early work in formal methods, such as the Stanford Pascal Verifier [21], and Ina Jo [22]
employed separate specification and implementation languages. Gypsy [23] was an
early system that provided separate specification and implementation languages, and
a compiler from its implementation language to executable code. Approaches such as
Sannella’s Extended ML system [24] integrate axiomatic specifications with Standard
ML programs. The Design/CPN tool has been used to compile a colored Petri net specification of a centralized access control system into ML code [25], but lacks full verification support. Some recent work in model checking system code [26, 27] has approached
the problem by extracting specifications from actual code.
There is a rich history of security kernel designs from the late 1970s and early
1980s, including the provably secure operating system PSOS [28] and the kernelized
secure operating system (KSOS), which was implemented in Modula-2,and specified
separately as a finite state machine. The PSOS-inspired KSOS went through several future generations, and begot SCOMP [29] (KSOS-6), KSOS-11 [30], VIKING [31], and
the Secure Ada Target [32]. Gutmann presents the verification of a reference monitor
based kernel [33] using assertion-based testing tools and hierarchical design methods;
in comparison, we provide provable compliance to a formal definition of security.
Several access control systems with support for decentralized policies have been
built, though none provide strong assurance guarantees or report performance studies.
The two best known are PolicyMaker [34] and KeyNote [35], with SPKI/SDSI [11, 10]
being the most analyzed. Clarke [36] integrated an existing C language implementation
of SPKI/SDSI into the Apache HTTP server, but didn’t provide actual system measurements. We note that a very early version of linked local names appears in Reed’s Ph.D.
thesis [37]; his implementation is very similar to our implementation of nameobjects
and name resolution (see Section 4.) Proof-carrying authentication [14, 38] provides a
general-purpose higher-order undecidable logic for distributed access control, and is
implemented in the proof-checker Twelf[39], but is not formally verified.

7 Conclusions
Building on our previous work on the formal analysis of access control policies, we
used PVS to generate a verified reference monitor. We then integrated this monitor into
a web server that checks SSL certificates, resolves names against a set of hierarchical
local namespaces, and determines whether to allow an access request. The timing results in Section 5 show that the verified system has acceptable performance in proof
check mode when certificate chains are supplied as input. For greater efficiency, we can
replace the verified proof search function with hand-coded C, since the output of the

search process is a certificate chain that is checked by our verified reference monitor.
The results of Section 5 suggest that an architecture with a few public name resolution
servers mitigates the cost of setting up per-name secure connections in a distributed access control system, making the performance of the verified chain validation acceptable
in the presence of linked local names.
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